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The companies main focus is to build long-term partnerships with its customers. Recruitment consultants can help you
plan your forthcoming project.

Certificate in International Trust Management from S. DNA is a global IT company specialized in outstaffing,
outsourcing, and recruitment in Ukraine, connecting Ukrainian prominent specialists with global IT market.
We also give documents that allow legally hire a foreigner. However, taking into account an imperfection
processes of recruitment, each client uses minimum weekly trial period and checks skills of the proposed one.
There are the areas of the biggest profit for such a business: Ukraine is rich on IT talents IT professionals in
Ukraine occupy a leading position in Europe and consist of thousand professionals , while many other
countries such as USA, Israel, and Germany experience IT talent shortage. Drazen is fluent in French, English
and Croatian. There are more legal advantages of running a remote department in Ukraine: no mandatory
conversion to currency proceeds; the money from importing services that have been transferred to the foreign
representative office account can be transferred abroad; there are tax and customs facilities for foreign offices;
no need to form a charter capital, as representative offices of foreign firms do not have the status of a legal
entity on the territory of Ukraine. For the time being, Ukraine has quite interesting conditions for potential
IT-sector growth and can provide not only technical assistance but also customer support departments, call
centers, account and product development centers. Drazen has gained an extensive experience in both
corporate and personal taxation working with some of the most prestigious international law firms. He began
his career as a tax lawyer with KPMG in Paris, where he advised multinational companies and private equity
funds on the tax aspects of cross border acquisitions, financings and restructurings. Drazen is the author of
several articles, press releases and TV interviews in specialized medias such as Doing Business, Agefi, Le
temps, Investir. Drazen is praised for his pragmatic and straightforward approach, intellectual flexibility and
entrepreneurial mind set. Recruitment employee is one of the most important elements in management
strategy of human resources. Now, let us talk about them in more detail and compare outstaff vs new office
development best practices. On the other hand, clients who do not want to oblige themselves in a long routine
work on their office registration can make use of our outstaff services. It is important to consider the business
plans of company, corporate culture, even while you are recruiting of employees. Low taxation and staff
flexibility Most of the Ukrainian IT companies register their staff as private entrepreneurs. Recruitment
agency shall provide the list of employees for employer on trial period from 7 to 30 days. First of all, it is
necessary to say that everything described in the article is not just a theoretical data, but a real working
business. Recruitment agency carries out the searching for employees by a criterion that is provided by
customer in questionnaire of employer. This is the basis that we use when recruiting new freshmen.
Comparatively low wages Despite the salary of Senior specialists in Ukraine is not much different from the
salary of the same specialists in developed markets, the salaries of Middle and Junior developers here are
nearly a half lower than those of their USA and European colleagues. Cheap office registration As it is widely
known, Kiev is one of the most budget-friendly capitals in Europe and the whole world. The biggest strengths
of Ukraine are low costs of accommodation renting, taxes and wages. Client also has an opportunity for a free
exchange of employees within trial period. If in a time of trial period customer refuses from further hiring of
employee the pay will not be charged. As the analysis of information from widely available sources shows that
in some cases this option of doing business even exceeds the conditions of outsourcing and outstaffing. He
acquires a new trial period for newly recruited employees. He then joined Gide Loyrette Nouel, where he was
providing tax advices to private clients but also being involved in some of the biggest French mergers and
acquisitions deals including LBOs, spin-offs, split-ups etc. In Work Agency WORKSOL we all believe that
effective employee recruitment is to find a person with the best qualifications that are corresponding to the
needs of your company. This is a widespread legal trick making possible to significantly reduce the tax burden
on the employee and pay high salaries. The cost of living here is nearly three times cheaper than in New York
and twice cheaper than in Amsterdam or Tel Aviv, let alone the other large Ukrainian cities like Kharkiv,
Lviv, and Odessa. Write us:. All of them found the conditions for doing business or establishing a startup in
Ukraine to be the most profitable option for both economic and other reasons. This academic excellence and
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impressive professional track record enables Drazen to provide creative and valuable advice regarding
personal holding companies, trusts and estates and international tax planning for personal and corporate
investments. Here, such a form of cooperation will easily and quickly pay off. Whatever option you would
prefer, we are always ready to help. Finally, in , he obtained his S. Taking into account the number of young
professionals prepared by universities annually, recruiting in Ukraine for further training at companies seem to
be quite profitable, even despite it requires an initial investment.


